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Tru-Break™ module as replacement for transformer OID
™

In today’s working environments, 
safety is everyone’s responsibility. 
ABB’s Elastimold engineers fully 
understand the importance of 
safety, and the Elastimold™  
Tru-Break module is one way to help 
ensure the safety of electrical crews.

Challenge
Many electrical utilities are struggling with  
older transformers equipped with oil-immersed 
disconnects (OIDs) that have started to leak 
hazardous transformer oil. The resulting failure  
of these old OID transformers — which were 
designed to be live-front equipment and are no 
longer commercially available — creates potential 
for customer outages and risks the safety of the 
utility’s crews working to repair them. A large utility 
company in the Northeast approached ABB’s 
Elastimold engineers for a solution to this problem.

Solution
Elastimold engineers worked with the utility 
company and its outside engineering consulting 
firm, SD Meyers, to solve the leaking OID problem. 
The solution they developed was to retrofit the  
OID transformers to accept the Elastimold  
Tru-Break module, a visible-open device. By 
incorporating the Elastimold Tru-Break module,  
the customer gains an isolation point that helps 
provide safety and ease of grounding on either  
side of the circuit. 
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01 Rebuilt transformer 
placed back into 
service with Elastimold 
Tru-Break module. 
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02 Failed transformer 
with old OID attached.
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ABB has made every attempt to ensure the 
accuracy and reliability of the contents of 
this document. However, all content is 
provided for general informational 
purposes only, and ABB makes no guaranty 
or warranty, express or implied, as to the 
accuracy of any technical content, or that 
the information contained in this 
publication will be error free and all such 
guarantees or warranties are expressly 

disclaimed. ABB may change or modify the 
contents at any time, without prior notice. 
We reserve all rights in this document and  
in the subject matter and illustrations 
contained therein. Any reproduction or 
utilization of its contents — in whole or in 
parts — is forbidden without prior written 
consent of ABB. © 2023 ABB Installation 
Products Inc. and/or its related companies 
All rights reserved
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In addition, the solid-dielectric Tru-Break module, 
which uses no oil or gas, provides a visible disconnect 
in the circuit and transitions the transformer to a 
complete dead-front system, helping to improve crew 
safety. By adding the Elastimold Tru-Break module to 
their system, the utility also has the opportunity to 
add other ABB Elastimold dead-front products, such as 
T-body elbows, grounding-aid device (GAD) and surge 
arresters, for additional convenience and safety.

Conclusion
In today’s working environments, safety is everyone’s 
responsibility. ABB’s Elastimold engineers fully 
understand the importance of safety, and the 
Elastimold Tru-Break module is one way to help  
ensure the safety of electrical crews.
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03 The same transformer 
retrofitted with the  
Elastimold Tru-Break  
module.
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04 Rebuilt transformer 
placed back into 
service with Elastimold 
Tru-Break module.
—
05 Elastimold  
Tru-Break module.
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Elastimold Tru-Break module

visible  
Elastimold Tru-Break module provides a

disconnect to help 
ensure the safety
of electrical crews

Elastimold™ Tru-Break™ 
switchgear modules are 
assembled in Hackettstown, NJ.
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